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The Reptile Fire Salamander
Whether on land or in water, fire salamanders are
inconspicuous. They spend much of their time hidden beneath
stones, wood or other objects. The salamanders hide within holes
and crevasses in damp wood and tree trunks. When humans cut
down wood to use for heating, the salamanders often remained
hidden within. When a fire was lit, the heat forced the animals to
leave the wood and crawl to safety. Because of this they appeared
as though they were "crawling from within the flames"
As mentioned above, the fire salamander has a variety of
unique and specialized body parts that come in very useful when
trying to stay alive. The most prominent feature is its tail, which the
fire salamander can detach to escape predators. In a matter of time,
the fire salamander can grow an entirely new tail to replace the one
it cast off. This is a very sneaky strategy for the fire salamander, as
the tail sometimes even keep moving once detached from the body!

The demon "Salamandra" is one that will be inconspicuous. It will
hide where he cannot be seen. It has been described as the dilation
concept where those who go into a genocide will ignore their feelings
and consider all that is the voice of Christ is but mutterings and to
abrogate it and quickly move forward in the matter of the genocide.
In order to do this arrest of the soul wrenching, it must silence the
voice of conscience, silence another's soul's cry for mercy and give no
attention to ones own soul that asks for the mercy upon another. Thus
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this demon will cause another to learn the means and ways of
terrorizing others.
It is seen in those who are insensate to the soul's yearning to be
on the Christ path, to seek eternality, to seek for eternal life. It will not
listen or study scripture. It will not attend church. It is one that will
blaspheme what is holy so that it will not need to allow the soul to feel
and to furthermore not cultivate the Christ Light in ones being and way
of life.
One false hierarchy group takes the Christ Self off the I AM
Presence chart. This is a person without feelings for offering the cup of
cold water in Christ's name but is one who sees the path as one of
mechanical ritual. When one hears the words of Christ and hears of the
story of his life that moves the soul, there is not a resultant elevation of
soul and to glorify the Christ Light.
It is how one leaves the path of Light and moves onto the path of
death. When Moses would teach choose life not death, that one with this
demon will choose death and not be able to know the difference. He
quickly moves ahead so as to ignore the pleas and cries of conscience
and cries of the soul.
The reptile fire salamander will cast off a tail. This one will cast off
one description and identity and put on another to fool others that he
has now a new cast. This is one who will say to another in a familiar
relationship, I have changed, trust me, when he but casts off one
identity or masquerade for another but it will not be one bearing of the
Christ mantle.
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